PIAA District III Team Tennis Results

AA Semi-finals

Wyomissing vs vs Trinity
Wyomissing won 3 - 0
#1 Singles: Audrey Ann Blakely (Wyo) def. Nicole Mahaffey 6-3, 6-0
#2 Singles: Kay Woodward (Wyo) def. Lauren Wagner 6-0, 6-1
#3 Singles: Laila Muallem (Wyo) vs Caroline Lauer 2-6, 2-1
#1 Doubles: Maddie White/Jessica Ertel (Wyo) def. Kelsey Calaitegs/Andi Adolph 6-3, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Ali VanSickle/Veronica Lloyd (Wyo) vs Alex Adolph/Amanda Foody 4-6, 1-2

Lancaster Catholic vs York Catholic
York Catholic won 3 - 1
#1 Singles: Ava Spoden (YC) def. Maria Morrison 6-0, 6-1
#2 Singles: Anna Spoden (YC) def. Grace Kirchner 6-4, 6-1
#3 Singles: Sarah Wargo (YC) def. Sarah Veronis 6-0, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Erin Holberg/Jami Dumler (YC) vs Audrey Whitebloom/Lexi Weeber 1-6, 5-5
#2 Doubles: Erin Thomas/Sophie White (LC) def. Allison Eichenlaub/Allison Carson 6-4, 6-2

AAA Semi-finals

Hempfield vs Central York
Hempfield won 4 - 1
#1 Singles: Jennifer Learmonth (CY) def. Chelsie Yacks 6-3, 6-0
#2 Singles: Hannah Pipkin (H) def. Emily Kuhn 6-4, 6-4
#3 Singles: Mackenzie Smith (H) def. Maggie Golden 6-0, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Kiersten Dussinger/Carli Wetzel (H) def. Renee Wilson/Chelsea Bush 6-2, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Amy Schulz/Jeanette Reno (H) def. Tory Gray/Lillie Klauber 6-2, 6-2

Wilson vs Hershey
Wilson won 3 - 2
#1 Singles: Cara Wirth (W) def. Jessica Klinger 6-3, 6-1
#2 Singles: Julie Seidel (W) def. Susan Clark 6-2, 6-2
#3 Singles: Alex Oggero (H) def Emily Francos 6-3, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Sami Weisberg/Christine Covell (W) def. Kelly Jackson/Meredith Royer 6-2, 6-4
#2 Doubles: Varsha Pramil/Kathy Arazawa (H) def. Sammy Campbell/Charlotte Chambers 6-1, 6-1